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2022 saw Komunidad grow its clientele in the Philippines and started to

service clients in India and Cambodia providing climate data & analytics

software for local climate resilience and adaptation. It has helped many

Local Governments in the digitalization of disaster risk reduction

management and has empowered the private sector such as Energy,

Agriculture, Real Estate, Education and Business Process Outsourcing to

adopt climate decision support tools in their day to day operations.

This year, the climate data and analytics software company also moved

closer towards its vision of a climate-proof future by developing new

products for climate mitigation and sustainability to enable many

industries to start taking Climate Action. 

As the entire world finally recognizes the pressing need to address the

adverse effects of climate change, Komunidad continues to stand at the

forefront of efforts in finding impactful solutions through software and

data-driven innovations.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS



COMMUNITIES
EMPOWERED
As of 2022, Komunidad has access to 250 data parameters and

has built over 300 insights that can now be used by many

industries which ranges from local government units to

businesses and schools.

Globally, it has processed data for more than 2,000 locations and

helped protect the lives of more than 100 million people.



This year, Quezon City — the Philippines’ most populated locality in

the capital region — chose Komunidad’s Climate Operations Center to

provide multi-hazard impact-based monitoring and early warning

systems to its 142 barangays, protecting two million people in its

jurisdiction.

Powered by Komunidad, the iRISE UP (Intelligent, Resilient &

Integrated Systems for the Urban Population) is the QCDRRMO’s

integrated ICT solution that centralizes real-time data systems and

disseminates alerts to barangays through a web application. It bagged

the top prize in a competition headed by the Department of

Environment and Natural Resources - Climate Change Service

(DENR-CCS) and won 1st place in the group category of the 2022

Mga Kwentong Klima-Likasan: A Climate and Disaster Resiliency

Recognition Awards It was also awarded the Climate Technology for

Resilience Award.

RECOGNITION
FOR SERVICE



EXPANDING FOOTING
THROUGH
PARTNERSHIPS AND
FUNDING

One partnership is with Databourg Systems, a Luxembourg-based

startup to launch the Philippines’ first rain monitoring system using

existing satellite terminals. This new and alternative approach to

localized rain monitoring and forecasting is now being used in France,

Indonesia, New Zealand, and South America. 

Komunidad is dedicated to further improving its data sources and has

entered into several partnerships to increase resolution and data

quality within its client locations.



Komunidad has also signed an agreement with New Zealand’s

National Weather Service, MetService, and its subsidiary

MetraWeather, which are known for providing innovative weather

forecasting and data presentation in visual content. With this, LGUs

serviced by Komunidad can integrate weather broadcast solutions in

their Disaster Risk Reduction Management Offices and Public

Information Office for better disaster visualization.

Komunidad partnered with Business for Sustainable Development

(BSD) for the deployment of a location-based climate risk analysis

dashboard branded as the weatherwheel.ph, together with

automated reports and early warning alerts that will benefit the

company members of BSD. An automated collection system for

sustainability reporting will also be developed with BSD next year.

This move is seen to open up commercial opportunities in the future.



Another partnership inked in 2022 was the GSMA Innovation Fund

where, as one of the 11 startups selected, Komunidad can develop

and scale digital solutions to empower vulnerable communities

against the impact of climate change. The grant aims to upgrade the

capacity of Siargao Island to prepare for and respond to disasters as it

rebuilds from the damage left by Super Typhoon Odette.

To further develop the company, Komunidad joined Imagine H2O

Asia’s growing list of cohorts pushing for water innovation amid the

global water and climate crisis. As one of the 13 startups of Cohort 4,

Komunidad participates in training sessions and mentoring programs

to help adapt solutions and business models and gain access to new

markets such as Vietnam and Indonesia.



PARTICIPATION AND
ELEVATING THE
DISCOURSE

In 2022, Komunidad led local government unit leaders and climate

experts in Adapt Asia 2022 held from November 10 to 11 to explore

actions in advancing climate adaptation and resilience through

innovative solutions. The successful event gathered 300 participants

and organizations that pledged their support to create more 

climate-resilient communities.

Komunidad also joined in discussions on crafting government policies

for its climate and disaster agenda at the Whole-of-Society

Mobilization – The Key Imperatives for Making the Philippines

Resilient at the Disaster and Climate Emergency Policy Forum; the

power of data and analytics in tackling the effects of climate change

in agricultural communities and food industries at the PH Agrifood

Tech Summit; and on highlighting the social impact as fuel for startup

companies in the Sustainability in Fireside Chat.



PRODUCT
OFFERINGS

Komunidad has designed its product offerings to provide clients with

a multi-hazard impact-based monitoring and early warning system

through its Climate Operations Center. This offers an integrated and

streamlined solution, which includes a threat monitor, site risk

analysis, early warning alerts and automated reports.

Clients may opt to add extensions such as API and Webhooks,

Dashboard, Reports, Data Processing and Custom Software.

Komunidad also allows customization with different volume packages

or product extensions, depending on their needs to create the most

suitable and efficient solution to meet their requirements.



IMPACT PROJECTS
As part of its advocacy to help governments and companies,

Komunidad launched impact projects and campaigns to help

vulnerable communities manage climate risk.

On August 31, 2022, Komunidad implemented a community-based

climate adaptation initiative in Brgy. Banocboc, a remote coastal

community in Calaguas Island with a population of about 4,000

people living off-grid.

The Tech4Ed Center Project is a multisector partnership between

Komunidad, the Department of Information and Communications

Technology (DICT), the Provincial Government of Camarines Norte,

and the Local Government of Vinzons through their Disaster Risk

Reduction and Management (DRRM) offices. It is a hub for

community empowerment and a go-to for disaster preparedness and

risk reduction.



The project entailed the provision of internet connectivity and a

public facility with digital support tools developed by Komunidad.

These capacity-building tools were augmented with training and

mentoring sessions to enhance the capabilities of the community

members in making informed decisions.

With the successful implementation of the pilot project in Calaguas

Island, Komunidad scaled its coastal resilience initiative in Siargao

Island through an international grant awarded to Komunidad in

October. Funded by the UK Foreign, Commonwealth and

Development Office (FCDO) and the Swedish International

Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA), the Climate-Smart Siargao

Project, will be rolled out into 3 phases in the span of 18 months. 

By the end of 2024, the project aims to establish the climate

operation centers in all 9 municipalities, automate and localize their

DRR and Early Warning Systems to optimize the local DRRMOs’ work

and mandate, and expand their public service that would enhance the

communities’ climate and weather knowledge for them to make

informed decisions for safety, asset protection, productivity, and

livelihood. 



KOMUNIDAD
2023 OUTLOOK

Komunidad will leverage these successes in 2022 to expand its

services in 2023. Integral to its expansion is the launch of its

Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) initiatives and

sustainability business.

Industries globally have acknowledged the need to integrate ESG

initiatives and sustainability into their operations. Komunidad aims to

use this as an opportunity to highlight its data-based solutions.

As Komunidad ventures into the climate change mitigation space, it

will continue to enhance its climate adaptation solutions through its

Impact-Based Monitoring and Early Warning Systems, the company’s

flagship product.

In line with its vision, Komunidad will push its #EarlyWarningsforAll

advocacy through streamlined and affordable solutions that integrate

an inclusive mindset into the company’s digital transformation and

climate resilience initiatives.



Komunidad also looks forward to seeing equitable growth locally and

across Asia through its growing channel partner network from South

Asia and Southeast Asia region. 

As world leaders take collective action towards a climate-resilient and

low-carbon future, Komunidad will continue to do its part by

improving its services and expanding its reach so that more

communities and businesses may become better prepared in

managing climate risks. 
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